nowadays) and Somerset Maugham, whose fame as a novelist has been more enduring. Now Dr Michael Smith, retired from the practice of medicine, has written his second book. He has had a particular interest in the history of medicine and at present serves as editorial representative for the relevant Section at the RSM. He is also well known for the interest that he has taken in the use of music therapy in the treatment of illness.
This charming novel deals with the problems encountered by a medical family on learning that a much-loved daughter is sulTering from leukaemia, from which she eventually dies. As the tale unfolds, various medical experiences are described, including the troubles of a senior partner accused of negligence. And several tales illustrating a GP's life in all its variety are included. Essentially, however, the book deals with family relationships and with the many problems encountered by the doctor father, his wife and the two surviving children. Dr Smith would no doubt be the first to admit that he has not provided us with a great work of literature, but it is a readable tale of medicine, of conflicting emotions and of family life. Adoption and Fostering, 1996 Time was when adoption meant placing the newborn child of a fallen woman with a childless couple or adopting family. Once the legal processes had run their course, society could leave the familyalone in the expectation of a satisfactory outcome for all concerned. Abortion and changed social attitudes to the single mother have put paid to this.
Adoption today more often involves an older child who may have special educational, behavioural or medical needs (or all three) and who because of the standard of previous care may have a wary view about new carers. The adoptee will also wish to contribute to the preparation and decision-making concerning the adoption process. It is not surprising, therefore, that the skill and experience to prepare and execute such placements need to be of the highest quality and professional support for the adoptee and the adopters may need to continue for many years after the official placement. The watchword is commitment: the adoptee needs it to face the pressures that the new relationship will bring; the adopters will require it to ride the emotional turbulence that may follow the placement; and the professional supporters need it to ensure that the outcome is successful. After Adoption is edited by social workers practising in adoption and is contributed to by professional colleagues who draw on their own experience and, more importantly, the clearly voiced views of adopters and adoptees, to document the painstaking work that is required for success. The whole range of adoptive models is described, including how to sustain difficult adoption placements and mobilize therapeutic help, and there are good sections on black issues and intercountry adoption. The bibliography is modest and there is no index.
There can be little doubt that the prospects for a young person in care will be improved by a successful adoption placement, not least through the enhancement of self-esteem generated by the commitment that carers have made.
However, young people can express this in perplexing ways which may be taxing to the carers, and the chapter dealing with a familybased respite care scheme offers helpful ideas on how this might be managed.
Under-investment in post-adoption support care brings tragic consequences in adoption breakdown, bringing with it the sense of failure and rejection in both adoptee and adopters. There would seem compelling arguments for society to make such an investment. The rewards are enormous but may take some time to come-posing problems for those who would audit the value of such a service. This is a book to be dipped into by any of the multidisciplinary team dealing with adoption but particularly by doctors who provide advice to local authorities or other agencies. Family doctors, psychiatrists and general paediatricians would also profit by browsing through it. No dedication appears at the front of it so may I olTer my own: To the professionals who help adoptive children (such as I am), and their carers to 'live happily ever after'.
Timothy Chambers
Consultant Physician, Royal Hospital for Sick Children.
Bristol. England
The Friendly Professional. The great thing about Tony Brewin's writings is that they always start from a deep belief in values at the core of medicine-that patients should trust their doctors, should be treated by them with tact, kindness, sensitivity and competence, and should have their fears and wishes, spoken or unspoken, recognized and respected. From this pragmatic and wise position, Tony has articulated in elegant English his criticisms of aspects of academic ethics, informed consent, the obligation always to tell the 'truth' and the use of terms such as paternalism and autonomy. This is why his writings have been a source of pleasure to clinicians for many years. He is passionately concerned with the difficulties in deciding what to do for patients and what to say. He doesn't care if in this central reality he contradicts non-clinical experts. He does this with wit and style.
Selected writings-Thurstan Brewin
He is at his best on this ground. But this collection of his writings also contains his views on a wider range of subjects-s-canccr in the elderly, the dangers (not adequately appreciated in my view) of involvement with fringe cancer remedies, support for families of cancer patients, and the central importance of learning how to talk with patients. Like him I have often felt at odds with informed consent procedures, and have been convinced that what is the truth for one patient is quite different for another. It is then a great comfort to have Tony Brewin in your comer.
The Friendly Pre!fessional is a collection of previously published work assembled by Gareth Rees-not at Tony's request (it seems that he was more than somewhat reticent about the undertaking). To have everything between two covers is a pleasure and the book will be welcomed by the many admirers of this wise, kindly man. It is my great wish that doctors in training will read and think about what he has to say. They need to hang on to his message as clinical medicine comes under relentless attack from those who know little of its central magic.
R L Souhami

Department of Oncology, University College London
Medical School, London W1P 8BT, England
